
Meet the Author

Joanne Mattern  is the author of more than 350 books for children 
and teens. She began writing when she was a little girl and just 
never stopped! Joanne loves nonfi ction because she enjoys bringing 
history and science topics to life and showing young readers that 
nonfi ction is full of compelling stories! Joanne lives in the Hudson 
Valley of New York State with her family.

Wildlike Rescue 
Children are naturally curious about animals and are often interested in ways to save disappearing species. Each of 
these books shows simple yet innovative ways people around the globe have created safe spaces that make the world 
safer for animals and people, too. Simple lively text and explanations will help young readers understand new ideas, 
while eye-catching photos from around the world add to the appeal and make this series something parents, librarians, 
and teachers will want in their collections. Wildlife Rescue fi lls an important niche for anyone who is curious about 
clever ways to help animals survive. 

www.redchairpress.com

Reading Level: Grade 2   Interest Level: Grades 1-3
4-title LB Hardcover Set  978-1-7284-7695-7      $101.28 (List) / $75.96 S&L
Softcover Editions: $6.99 each. Order from your favorite Independent bookseller.

What’s So Scary 
Many people are afraid of Earth’s amazing animals. But these animals are not scary at all! In fact, they are fascinating 
creatures that often help make the world a better place. Each book in the series explores a different “scary” animal and 
presents fun facts, important science and biology information, and yes, some warnings, as young readers learn why 
scary animals are often the most interesting. 

What’s So Scary 

Reading Level: Grade 3   Interest Level: Grades 2-4
4-title LB Hardcover Set  978-1-7284-7693-3 $111.96 (List) / $83.97 S&L
Softcover Editions: $8.99 each. Order from your favorite Independent bookseller.

Many people are afraid of Earth’s amazing animals. But these animals are not scary at all! In fact, they are fascinating 
creatures that often help make the world a better place. Each book in the series explores a different “scary” animal and 



Let’s Celebrate America 
Learn the story behind ten iconic symbols of America. Experience the history of some of the most important sites and 
symbols of the United States of America. Learn about natural wonders and human-made monuments and discover why 
they are still important to America’s identity today.

Reading Level: Grade 2   Interest Level: Grades 2-5
10-title LB Hardcover Set  978-1-5124-8157-0 $266.50 (List) / $199.88 S&L
Softcover Editions: $8.99 each. Order from your favorite Independent bookseller.

Kids’ Day Out  
Explains the story behind some of the most popular 
places where kids like to spend their time. From 
amusement parks to zoos, there are amazing stories 
and lots to learn about some of the most kid-friendly 
places in American culture. From zoos in ancient 
China to the modern world of Disneyland, this series 
explains the social and cultural history behind some 
of kids’ favorite places. Readers will learn how these 
places developed, how they changed to become 
more challenging, safe, and hands-on, and what the 
future might hold.. 

Reading Level: Grade 3   Interest Level: Grades 2-5
4-title LB Hardcover Set  978-1-5415-3960-0 
$101.28 (List) / $75.96 S&L

Let’s Celebrate America 

Math and Me (LOOK! Books)  
Math isn’t just something you learn in school! It’s an important part of 
the world around us. Whether it’s cooking in the kitchen, shopping for 
groceries, or enjoying a game of baseball, this series shows young readers 
important math concepts at work in the real world.

Reading Level: Grade 1   Interest Level: Grades K-1
6-title LB Hardcover Set  978-1-7284-7694-0     $151.92 (List) / $113.94 S&L
Softcover Editions: $6.99 each. Order from your favorite Independent 
bookseller.

Ways We Go (LOOK! Books)  
If you want to go from one place to another, how do you go? You might 
go by car or bus. If you lived 200 years ago, you would go by horse or 
in a carriage. Look at ways we go today and imagine ways kids will go 
places 200 years from now.

Reading Level: Grade 1   Interest Level: Grades K-1
6-title LB Hardcover Set  978-1-5415-7788-6      $151.92 (List) / $113.94 S&L
Softcover Editions: $6.99 each. Order from your favorite Independent 
bookseller.

Ordering Information
Distributed by Lerner Publisher Services
Call Toll-Free: 800-328-4929
Fax POs: 800-332-1132
Online: www.lernerbooks.com
Parents & other individuals, please order 
by title through your favorite Independent 
bookseller or www.Indiebound.org


